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ANNOTATION 

This document contains a description of the applied task «Editor of classifier» and methods of 

creating and editing digital classifier of a vector map in RSC format.  

RSC format file is a binary file intended for describing layers, objects, object attributes (semantic 

characteristics), and the appearance of objects on the map. Each digital classifier is developed in 

accordance with the standards adopted in the specific field of maps application. 

RSC digital classifiers can be created using the editor classifier that is part of the Geoinformation 

system «Panorama» (GIS «Panorama х64») PARB.00046-06 or programmatically using the set of 

features included in the developer tools of GIS-applications GIS ToolKit. 

GIS Panorama is the universal Geographic information system having means of creation and editing 

for digital maps and city plans, remote sensing data processing, performance of various measurements 

and calculations, overlay operations, construction of 3D models, processing of raster data, means of 

preparing the graphic documents in digital and printed form, as well as tools for working with databases. 

As part of the GIS Panorama installation, digital classifiers are supplied: 

- city plans of scales from 1:500 to 1:10 000 in the form of files: map500.rsc, map2000.rsc, 

map5000.rsc, map10000.rsc; 

- topographic maps of scales from 1:25 000 to 1:1 000 000 in the form of files: 25t05g.rsc, 

50t05g.rsc, 100t05g.rsc, 200t05g.rsc, 500t05g.rsc, 1m05g.rsc; 

- survey-geographical maps of scales 1:1 000 000 and 1:2 500 000 as files: 1mOGK13g.rsc, 

2_5mOGK13g.rsc; 

- out framework design of town plans and topographic maps: frm500.rsc, ..., frm1000000.rsc. 
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1 GENERAL ASSIGNMENT OF VECTOR MAP CLASSIFIER 

The digital classifier is a set of descriptions for the vector map layers, types of objects and their 

conventional symbols, kinds of semantic characteristics and they have taken the values presented in 

digital form. 

The map classifier is stored in the RSC file in digital form. RSC file is located in one directory with 

a vector map, in the common directory of classifiers or in a directory application. 

The path to the common directory of classifiers is set in the INI file of the application in section 

[DATAPATH] in the line «Rsc = ». In this case, several maps from different directories can use one 

classifier. Any change in the classifier is displayed on all maps. 

The editor classifier can be called up from the list of applied tasks, and also through the pop-up 

menu on the right button in the Map legend task or the Object Selection dialog.  
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2 PREPARATION AND CREATION OF THE DIGITAL CLASSIFIER 

The process of creating a digital classifier begins with preparatory work, during which it is 

determined the type, base scale and purpose of the digital map for which it is created the classifier, a list 

of created conventional signs, their appearance, composition of characteristics, division into layers, 

coding method, and so on.  

There are standard classifiers of topographic information: for maps and plans of scales 1:500 - 

1:10 000 and for maps of scales 1:25 000 - 1:1 000 000. These classifiers can be used as a basis for 

determining the composition of objects, their corresponding symbols, and the encoding of objects and 

their characteristics. When preparing digital maps and plans special-purpose (navigation, geological, 

design, travel, etc.) to determine the type of symbols it is recommended to use appropriate paper maps.  

As a result of the preparatory work, the following information should be collected: 

1) to describe the layers (segments) of the map: 

- the name of the layer (up to 32 characters), any unique value; 

- the key (16 characters), any unique value; 

- the unique layer number (from 1 to 256); 

- the priority of displaying on the screen, plotter, etc. (From 0 to 255 - the first layer will be 

closed by subsequent layers). 

2) to describe the objects of the map: 

- name of the object (up to 32 characters); 

- the key (up to 32 characters), any unique value; 

- the classification code of the object (11 characters); 

- the character of localization (linear, area, dot, inscription, vector, template); 

- the number of the layer; 

- the direction of digitization; 

- scalability (the dependence of the object type on the scale); 

- the boundaries of the object's visibility (in the scale series); 

- a list of mandatory semantic characteristics; 

- a list of acceptable semantic characteristics; 

- a list of characteristics, the value of which affects the appearance of the object at its displaying, 

and ranges of values giving one kind; 

- types of conventional signs corresponding to the object. 

3) to describe the semantic characteristics: 

- the name of the characteristic (up to 32 characters); 

- the key (up to 16 characters); 

- the classification code of the characteristics (from 1 to 65535); 

- the value type (character, numeric, code from the value classifier, and so on); 

- the unit of measurement (7 characters); 

- minimum, maximum and default characteristic values – common for all objects; 

- the sign of repeatability for the characteristic (if it can have several values for one object). 

4) to describe the classifier of values for semantic characteristics: 

- the classification code of the characteristics (from 1 to 65535); 

- the classification code of the characteristic value (from 1 to 65535); 

- the characteristic value (up to 32 characters). 

5) to describe the palette: 

- colors; 

- names of palettes. 

6) to describe the used fonts: 

- the name of the fonts; 

- the code pages. 
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3 EDITING THE GENERAL DATA OF THE CLASSIFIER 

Editing the general data of the classifier allows:  

- to select the classifier for correction; 

- to correct the name, type of map, scale, code of the classifier; 

- to change the palette.  

 

 

Figure 1 -  The general data of the classifier 

It is possible to edit the classifier of the opened area map or one of the classifiers for customer 

maps. The name of the edited file classifier is selected from the drop-down list of classifiers when 

clicking on the «Select classifier». 

The classifier name is edited by clicking on the «Name» field. The length of the name for the 

classifier is up to 31 characters. 

Type of the map is selected from the drop-down list of map types or entered by the user arbitrarily 

(up to 31 characters) by clicking on the field «Map type». This field is for reference only. 

The Scale field is used to enter the reference value for the base scale of the map to which the 

classifier is composed. The value of the Scale field does not impose restrictions on the use with maps of 

another base scale. The scale is selected from the list of scales. The boundaries of visibility for objects on 

the map are set by two lists of scales – for small-scale maps and for large-scale maps. For maps of scales 

from 1:1 to 1:10 000, it is advisable to select the value «Large-scale», for other maps – Small scale. 

For large-scale maps, the visibility of objects can be taken on values: 

1:1, 1:10, 1:25, 1:50, 1:100, 1:200, 1:500, 1:1 000, 1:2 000, 1:5 000, 1:10 000, 1:25 000, 1:50 000, 

1:100 000, 1:200 000, 1:500 000. 

For small scale maps, the boundaries of the objects visibility can receive values: 

1:1 000, 1:2 000, 1:5 000, 1:10 000, 1:25 000, 1:50 000, 1:100 000, 1:200 000, 1:500 000, 

1:1 000 000, 1:2 500 000, 1:5 000 000, 1:10 000 000, 1:20 000 000, 1:40 000 000.  

Creating a new classifier, it is possible to set «long object codes». In this case, a short (numeric 

code), the user can not enter (enter the unique by default). Filling the key is required. 

The classifier code (7 characters) is edited by clicking on the «Classifier identifier» field. This field 

is for reference only. To be completed at the discretion of the user. 

In the right part of the tab the classifier palette is presented. 
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Clicking on the Import button it is possible the supplement of the classifier with objects from 

another classifier. 

The tab displays the general statistics for the classifier: the number of layers, objects and semantics. 

Saving the changes is made by clicking on the «Save» button on the left side of the tab. To restore 

mistakenly edited fields, click the «Restore» button on the left side of the tab. 

If the changes have not saved, when switching to another tab or exiting the task, a dialog will 

appear to confirm saving or resetting the changes. 
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4 EDITING OF THE CLASSIFIER PALETTE 

4.1 Overview 

It is presented palette of the classifier in the right part of the tab «General data». The classifier can 

have one or more palettes. For example, nautical charts have several palettes to display the maps in 

different times of the day. 

Each palette classifier has its own name (up to 31 characters). 

Palette selection is made from list of names for the palettes. 

 

 

Figure 2 -  Palettes of the classifier 

The number of colors is common to all classifier palettes (options: 16, 32, 64, 256). 

To change the number of colors, select the appropriate value from the list. Reducing the number of 

colors, objects (that use deleted colors) will be displayed in black. 

Under the color table there are fields for entering color from the keyboard. The color can be entered 

in the form of RGB or by the chromaticity and brightness coordinates (XYL). 

Press the appropriate radio button to select the color input system. 

To clarify the transition parameters between color systems, click the «Options» button to open the 

dialog «Convert CIE to RGB». 

Double-clicking the left mouse button or by right-clicking on the color rectangle in the palette, you 

can replace the original color with the selected one. A new color is selected by executing the standard 

«Select Color» dialog. 

By single clicking the left mouse button on the rectangle of the color, the fields for entering the 

color from the keyboard are filled. To record the entered color, it is necessary to click the «Record» 

button. 

The «Restore Colors» button brings the classifier's palette back to its original state. The «Standard 

Colors» button brings the classifier palette to the standard color set (16 colors). To delete the palette, click 

the «Delete» button. If the palette is one, then it is not deleted. 
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4.2 Creating a new palette 

To create a new palette in the classifier, click the «Add» button. This creates a new palette, which 

has a standard name and the first 16 colors are filled. Edit the name in the list of palette names, and 

specify the color of each rectangle by calling the standard dialog (by double-clicking) or by entering the 

color components (by single pressing). 
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5 EDITING OF THE CLASSIFIER LAYERS 

5.1 Correction and input of new layers 

«Layer Editing» tab provides a list of layers for the classifier in the form of a table with 4 columns: 

Layer number, Name, Key, Output order, Number of objects. 

 

 

Figure 3 -  Editing the layers of the classifier 

To add a new layer, click «Add» button. At the end of the layer list, it appears a highlighted string 

with a new sequence number. In «Layer name» field, after clicking the left mouse button, the layer name 

is entered, in «Output order» field - the layer output number, in the key field - the short layer name. In the 

field «Number of objects» input is forbidden. Entering information into each column occurs when you 

press «Enter». 

Editing a layer involves changing the name of the layer or the order of output. The mouse selects 

the layer to be changed, and new values are entered in the desired column. The input is terminated by 

pressing «Enter» button. 

The key is used for communication with databases (for field names) and this name should be 

formed taking into account the requirements of the database. 

At the bottom of the dialog on the left, the objects belonging to the layer are displayed. By double 

clicking on the image of the object, a transition to the object table occurs. 

 

5.2 Deleting the layers 

The layer can be removed with preservation of the objects in the deleted layer and transfer them to 

another layer or delete the layer with all objects belonging to it. 

To remove the layer, it is necessary to highlight the desired layer and click «Delete». In response to 

the screen appears «Delete layer». This dialogue involves the removal of the layer moving objects to a 

different layer. To preserve the features of the removed layer, it is necessary to click «Move» and in the 

list of layers by a mouse to choose a new – receiving layer. If the objects of the removed layer are not 
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necessary to store, selecting «Yes» button, the layer is removed from the list, along with objects 

belonging to it. 

 

5.3 Operation with layer semantics 

At the bottom right of the «Layers» tab, there is a table for operating with common semantics for 

the layer (for communication with databases). When you move the semantics through the list, the objects 

of the layer that have this semantics are highlighted with a yellow frame. 

If the layer semantics table is empty, it is possible to fill it with a list of the semantics for all layer 

objects or a list of required semantics for all layer objects. 

When you click the «Fill» button, you must select «All object semantics» or «Required». The 

resulting list can be edited (add or remove semantics). It is possible simply to take the necessary 

semantics from the list by clicking the «Add» button.  
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6 EDITING OF THE SEMANTICS 

6.1 Overview 

Each map object can be assigned characteristics. For example, own name or the height of the object. 

All of these characteristics are described in the tab «Semantics». For each characteristic, it can be created 

the classifier values. Thus for the numerical characteristics of one code usually corresponds to the range 

of values (for example, the river width: up to 5m – 1, 5 to 10 – 2, etc.), character characteristics, one code 

corresponds to one value (material of construction: wood – 1, brick – 2, etc.). 

If the characteristics, it is generated the classifier values, the table semantics it is declared numeric 

(physically its value – the numeric code, but when working with this feature in the system of digital maps, 

it will display the logical value corresponding to the current code). If the classifier of values is created for 

the described characteristics – it can be declared as numeric or character. In this case, the physical and 

logical values of the semantics coincide. 

 

 

Figure 4 -  Editing the semantics of classifier 

In the «Semantics» tab on the left, it is the semantics list of the classifier in the table form of 

2 columns: Code and Name of semantics. These fields are not editable. 

Sorting the semantics in the table by the code or name, it is possible by clicking on the title of the 

corresponding column. 

At the bottom of the dialog, the objects are displayed for which the selected semantics are used. 

Objects – for which mandatory semantics, are circled in a yellow frame. Objects - for which the semantics 

affect the appearance, are circled by a blue frame. 

To navigate to the tab «Objects», there is double-click on the desired object. 

 

6.2 Editing of the semantics fields 

In the right side of the «Edit Semantics» dialog, there are fields with semantic characteristics. The 

name of the semantics (31 characters) – it is an arbitrary character string. The semantics code (an integer 
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number less than 65,000) serves for identification and it must be unique. The key of semantics (a string of 

up to 15 characters) is used for the names of fields in databases (it is possible to include the characters 

possible for the names of fields in databases). The key can serve for identification and it must be unique. 

Units of measure are used to sign semantic values. If the semantics has no dimension (for example: 

Status), the field must be empty. To select the units of measurement, it is necessary to select a value from 

the standard list or enter the required value from the keyboard. 

Values of semantics can be of different types: character (string up to 256 characters), numeric, code 

from the classifier, reference to the object and file name (of different type, for example, PCX or BMP). If 

the semantics is of type «Code from the classifier», this means that the values of the semantics are 

integers to which the symbol values are assigned.  

For semantics having the type «Numeric» or «Code from the classifier», default values are entered. 

These default values are common to all objects. If the semantics are required for the object, and the value 

is missing for some reason, the object's semantics will be assigned the default value. When you enter 

values for the semantics of objects, the range of possible values is set by the minimum and maximum of 

the defaults. For class values, the minimum and maximum classifier code is set automatically. The user 

can enter only the default value. 

The size and accuracy of the semantics field value serve for the formatted output of semantics 

values and for uploading to the database. 

The «Permitted repetition» field is used in cases where an object can have multiple semantics. For 

example, the semantics «Type of vegetation» for a forest object can have values: pine, birch. 

The field «Common for all» objects – allows to use semantics for any classifier object, not 

assigning it to each object. 

Editing semantics involves entering values into these fields. 

The «Info» button serves to display statistics on the use of semantics. 

If the semantics is used for a series of objects, this semantics is not deleted. 

To save the semantics, it is used the «Save» button. 

 

6.3 Entering and removing the semantics  

To enter the new semantics, click the «Add» button. Be sure to enter the code, the key and the name 

of the semantics. In the absence of these data or in case of errors, a message and a record are not issued. 

By default, the semantics type is set to «Character». If necessary, replace it. 

To delete the semantics, it is necessary to highlight the required semantics and use the «Delete» 

button. It can’t be removed the semantics that affect the image or the required. In this case, it is necessary 

to go through the objects and remove the semantics from the required semantics, delete the series, if there 

are any. 

 

6.4 Editing the classifier of semantics 

To operate with semantics of the type «Code from the classifier», it is used the button «List». 

The semantics classifier is a list where it is indicated the correspondence of numerical values to 

character strings. 

When you click on «List», it appears the «Classifier» dialog. 

In this dialog, it is possible to correct the classifier of semantics, add or delete rows of the classifier. 

To add a new line, click on the «Add» button, enter a numerical value (within the same list the value 

should not be repeated), press «Enter». Next, enter a character string (no more than 31 characters), press 

«Enter». 
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Figure 5 -  Editing the classifier of semantics 

To edit already entered lines, select the required line in the list and click on the desired item. 

To delete a row, select the line in the list, and click the «Delete» button. 

The «Import» button allows you to fill a list of semantics values with data from a text file, and the 

«Export» button exports the list to a text file. 

To save the values of the semantics classifier, it is necessary to click the «Save» button. In this case, 

the changed classifier of semantics will be written to disk. When you click the «Cancel» button, the list 

closes with the cancellation of all changes. 
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7 EDITING THE OBJECTS 

7.1 Object properties 

Each classifier object must have a description of the following properties: 

- type (character of localization); 

- name; 

- key (unique identifier); 

- classification code; 

- belonging to the layer; 

- external view; 

- range limits of visibility scales; 

- properties of scaling and direction of digitization (vectorization); 

- list of admissible attributes (semantic characteristics). 

 

The basic properties of objects are described in sections 7.1.1-7.1.4. 

 

7.1.1 Object type 

The type (character of localization) of the object is intended for the classification of objects by a 

geometric feature. RSC classifier supports the following object types: 

- polygon; 

- line; 

- point; 

- title; 

- vector; 

- mixed. 

 

7.1.1.1 Polygon object 

Polygon object type is intended for description of the areas limited by the closed contour. The 

contour of the object is a polygon. Examples of such objects are the territories of woods, lakes and 

settlements. 

A simple polygon object has one contour with number of points from 4 or more. For example: a 

triangular closed contour contains 3 points with different coordinates, the coordinates of the last point (4) 

coincide with the first, ensuring closure of the contour (see Figure 6).  

 

 

Figure 6 -  A simple polygon object 

More complex objects contain additional closed contours: internal and external. Internal contours 

define the areas excluded from the area of the first contour of object. An example of such object is a lake 

with an island (see Figure 7). In this case the lake should have a contour of the basic object (lake) and an 

internal contour (island). 
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Figure 7 -  Polygon object with internal contour 

External contours define the areas added to the area of the first contour of object. Polygon objects 

having external contours are called multipolygons (see Figure 8). An example of such object is the 

territory from two land plots belonging to one owner, separated by a land plot of other owner. 

 

 

Figure 8 -  Multipolygon (green orchard) 

7.1.1.2 Line object  

The linear type of object is intended for description of the objects whose position is described by 

polylines (broken lines). Examples of such objects are roads, pipelines and earthen precipices (see 

Figure 9). A simple linear object has one contour with a number of points from 2 or more. 

 

 

Figure 9 -  Examples of simple linear objects 

More complex objects can contain additional contours. Examples of such objects are the contours of 

design of overpasses, stairs, schemes and tables (see Figure 10). 

 

 

Figure 10 -  Examples of complex linear objects 

7.1.1.3 Point object 

Point type of object is intended for the description of the objects whose position is described by a 

single point. Examples of such objects are wells, lighthouses and ports (see Figure 11). 

 

 

Figure 11 -  Examples of point objects 
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7.1.1.4 Titles (type of object) 

The type of object the «Title» is intended for the description of text objects. The text can contain 

one or more lines. The maximum length of a text record is 254 characters in ANSI encoding or 126 

characters in UNICODE encoding. Position of simple titles is defined by one or two points. More 

complex objects contain additional contours. 

A title containing a single metric point is always horizontally located. Examples of such objects are 

titles of of elevation and settlement marks (see Figure 12). 

 

 

Figure 12 -  Examples of horizontal titles 

A title containing two point of metrics is located along the vector (from the first point to the 

second). Examples of such objects are titles of streets, roads and heights of isolines (see Figure 13). 

 

 

Figure 13 -  Examples of inclined titles 

Multiline titles are used at designing streets with long names (see Figure 14). 

 

 

Figure 14 -  Example of multi-line title 

Titles containing several contours contain several text records. Each contour contains two points 

and a text that is located along the vector formed by the points of the contour. Examples of such objects 

are curvilinear titles of rivers repeating the bends of rivers. Each contour of such object contains one 

symbol of the river's name (see Figure 15). 

 

 

Figure 15 -  Example of a curvilinear title 

7.1.1.5 Vector object 

Vector type of object is intended for description of objects whose position is described by two 

points. The vector object is located along the vector formed by the points of the contour (from the first 

point to the second). Examples of such objects are bridges and indicators of direction of currents (see 

Figure 16). 

 

 

Figure 16 -  Examples of vector objects (bridge and a indicators of direction of current) 
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7.1.1.6 Mixed (type of object) 

Type of object "Mixed" is intended for describing compound objects which are used for displaying 

a set of several characteristics. Such objects can contain two or more contours. Contours can have one or 

two points. To each contour there can correspond one of kinds of compound object: a text, a line, a dot 

sign. 

The constituent parts of the mixed objects are located along the vectors formed by the points of the 

contours. Examples of such objects are the characteristics of woods, bridges and rivers (see Figure 17). 

 

 

Figure 17 -  Examples of mixed type of objects 

7.1.2 Object name 

Names of objects are intended for naming convention symbols. Names of objects are not unique. 

One name can correspond to objects of different type. Examples of such objects are constructions 

(polygon, line and vector), rivers (polygon, line), lakes and pits (polygon and point). 

The object name is a string with a length of 1 to 1023 characters in the UNICODE encoding. To 

support the GIS Panorama (GIS Operator, Panorama-Editor, etc.) version 11 and below, the object has an 

alternative short name with a length of 1 to 31 characters in ANSI encoding. 

 

7.1.3 Key of the classifier object 

The object key is used to identify the type of object. The object key is a string of 1 to 31 characters 

in ANSI encoding. When entering the key, it is recommended to use Latin characters and numbers. 

 

7.1.4 Classification code of object 

Classification code of object is intended for identifying a series of objects with the same name or a 

series of the one-type objects. The classification code is an integer from 1 to 4294967295. 

The objects of the same name must have different types (see s.7.1.1) and keys (see s.7.1.3). 

Examples of objects of the same name are given in the table 1. 

 

Table 1 -  Examples of the objects with the same name 

View Code Key  Name Type 

 

22250000 S0022250000 Pits Polygon 

 

22250000 P0022250000 Pits Point 

 

One-type objects must have different keys and names (see s.7.1.2). Examples of one-type objects 

are given in the table 2. 

 

Table 2 -  Examples of one-type objects 

View Code Key  Name Type 

 

31410000 S0031410000 Constant rivers and brooks Polygon 

 

31410000 S00314100001 Drying rivers and brooks Polygon 
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View Code Key  Name Type 

 

31410000 S00314100002 Underground rivers and brooks Polygon 

 

For providing support of data imported from external formats and databases, the alphanumeric code 

is used, which is analogue of a digital classification code. The alphanumeric code is a string of 1 to 31 

characters in length in UNICODE encoding. When entering an alphanumeric code, it is recommended 

that you use Latin characters and numbers. 

 

7.2 Main window of creating and editing objects 

The «Objects» tab allows you to operate with the object: entering and adjusting the code, layer, 

localization, appearance and visibility of objects, assigning semantics and a series of objects, and also 

deleting and creating the new objects. 

 

 

Figure 18 -  Editing the objects of classifier 

In the left part of the tab, there is a table of objects. It displays all the objects of the classifier or 

objects included in the «Filter» of the classifier objects. The object in the work is marked by a purple 

frame. In case of delay in mouse movement on a specific object, it appears a label with code, name and 

layer of the object. Above the object table, there is a tool bar. 

Under the object table, there are the keys: Filter, Group, Search. 

In the right part of the tab there are fields for adjusting the main properties of the object: code, key, 

localization, name and layer, button «Series of objects», as well as bookmarks: View, Semantics, Scale, 

Print, Misc. 

To adjust the object, click on its image with the left mouse button. If the previously selected object 

is corrected, the user will receive a warning and the ability to save the changes. 

Fields for adjusting the main properties of the object are located in the upper, right side of the tab. If 

the tick on the button «Series of objects» is highlighted, the object belongs to a series of objects. 
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Changing the fields «Code» or «Layer» and changing the semantics is automatically repeated for all 

objects in the series. Some characteristics, such as «Type» or «Semantics» that affect the view, can be 

changed only when working with a series of objects in general. Such characteristics when working with 

an individual object in the series are protected from changes.  

Replacing or entering a new object code occurs by clicking on the «Code» field. The code is not 

recorded, if the code is zero or the field is not filled, or the code matches the code of another object (the 

same localization), or the standard code (1000000000). The user receives a warning and can correct the 

entry, or refuse to enter this object. 

The localization of the object is replaced by clicking on the «Type» field. When replacing the 

localization, it is necessary to take into account that the object will change its screen and printer 

appearance (will be replaced by the defaulted one). 

The object layer is selected from the drop-down list of layers by clicking on the «Layer» field. 

The name of the object is edited by clicking on the «Name» field. The length of the object name 

does not exceed 31 characters. 

The object key is edited by clicking on the «Key» field. The length does not exceed 31 characters. 

Unlike the object code, which can be the same for objects of different localization or series objects, the 

object key is unique. 

To undo changes to the main characteristics of the object – click the «Cancel» button, which is 

located under the «Name» field. 

To save the made changes, it is necessary to click the «Save» button. Changes are kept on all 

bookmarks. 

The first 15 objects are service objects and they are created automatically. 

If the user has turned on «Printer View of Objects», then objects in the object table display only 

those, for which the printer view is different from the on-screen view.  

 

7.3 The range of tools for operating with objects  

7.3.1 New object 

 A new object is created in the service layer with the standard code, linear. Appearance is set by 

default. Semantics is absent. The object is visible for any scale. To create an object with characteristics 

different from the defaults, correct the required fields. 

It is necessary to take into account that new objects in the presence of a filter are created from those 

localizations and layers that are marked. If it is necessary, for example, to create a new object in another 

layer, change the filter of the displayed objects. 

To save a new object, it is necessary to click the «Save» button. If the object code is zero or the 

field is not corrected, or the code matches the code of another object (the same localization), the entry is 

not made, the user receives a warning and the user can either correct the entry or refuse to enter this 

object. The new object is recorded to the object table as the last one. 

 

7.3.2 Copy of the object 

 It is not uncommon for a user to want to use the appearance, the main characteristics, or the 

semantics of already created objects. For this, objects are copied. The object in use is copied (its image is 

surrounded by a purple frame). All characteristics of the new object, with the exception of the «Code» 

and «Key» fields, coincide with the characteristics of the original object. The user must enter the object 

code. The object key is created automatically after entering the code. If it is necessary, the user can 

correct it. 

To save a new object, it is necessary to click the «Save» button. The record is not made, if the 

object code is zero, or the field is not corrected, or the code is the same as the code of another object (the 

same localization). The user receives a warning and the user can correct the entry or refuse to enter this 

object. The new object is recorded to the object table as the last one. 
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7.3.3 Copy a series of the objects 

 It allows to create a new series of objects by copying the existing one. For more information 

about a series of objects, see section 7.7 (Editing the series of objects). 

 

7.3.4 Removing the object 

 The object in use is deleted (its image is surrounded by a purple frame). The user is prompted 

for confirmation before deleting the object. It is possible to refuse deletion.  

 

7.3.5 Removing a series of the objects 

 All objects in the series to which the current object belongs are deleted (its image is surrounded 

by a purple frame). Before deleting a series of objects, the user is prompted for confirmation. It is possible 

to refuse deletion.  

 

7.4 The appearance of the object 

7.4.1 Screen and printer views of objects 

Classifier objects can have two kinds of display: a screen view and a view for output to print 

devices. 

The «View» tab is intended for correcting the appearance of the object on the screen. The «Print» 

tab is intended for correcting the appearance of the object when printing. 

To display on the screen, the object can be simpler. All measurements (line thickness, stroke length, 

etc.) for the screen view of objects are displayed in pixels. There are more requirements for the type of 

object for printing. It is necessary the accuracy of dimensions, signs and distances between them. All 

measurements are output in millimeters. 

The object view is a set of primitives (allowed for the selected localization). Primitives are drawn in 

one metric (the first from below). Thus, for an area object with a contour, it is necessary to enter the first 

primitive area, then the contour – line. 

 

 

Figure 19 -  Editing the view of classifier’s objects 

The top right side of the tabs occupies a window in which the primitives are displayed separately. 
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The lower one is the first primitive on the map. To add the primitive, click the «Add» button. The 

new primitive is added to the top. Its parameters are copied from the parameters of the current primitive. 

To delete the current primitive, click the «Delete» button. The current primitive is highlighted with 

a blue border. To select the current primitive, use the left-click of a mouse on its image. If there are more 

than three primitives, then the list of primitives can be viewed using the horizontal scroll line. The printer 

view may not be the same as the on-screen display. If the «View» tab is active, when the «Copy» button 

is pressed, the screen view will be replaced with a printer view. If the «Print» tab is active, the printer 

view will be replaced by the on-screen display. 

Under the primitives’ window, there is a drop-down list for selecting or changing the current 

primitive. Under the list of primitives, there are windows for changing the parameters of the current 

function or the «Parameters» button. When you click this button, a dialog for entering parameters of the 

current primitive will open. 

To change the location of the current primitive, click on it with the left mouse button and, without 

pressing it, move to the new location. 

The basic actions with a set of primitives can be made using the menu. Press the right mouse button. 

Select one of the items: add, delete, higher, uppermost, lower, lowest. 

The current primitive will move to one place to the right or left, or it will go to the beginning or end 

of the object's primitive list. 

To change the appearance of the current entity, select a new entity in the list. Change the parameters 

after that.  

 

7.4.2 Editing the image of linear objects 

The lines used in the classifier can be represented as a combination of the following primitives: a 

line, a dotted line, a dashed line, a vector sign, a vector along a line, an offset line, a typing line, a vector 

point, a kind of user, and a line-colored glass. 

Line parameters are the color and thickness of the line. 

The parameters of the dotted line are the color, line thickness, length of the stroke and the length of 

the space. The length of the stroke is the length of the drawn line. The length of the space is the distance 

between two segments. If the length of the stroke is 1, we get the dotted line. 

 

 

Figure 20 -  Types of lines 

Figure 20 shows the different types of lines: 1 – double line; 2 – dotted line on a double line; 3 – the 

line on the dotted line; 4 – double line on the puncture; 5 – line on the displaced puncture. 

The offset dashed line is drawn as usual, but with an offset. If the offset is 0, the dashed line will be 

adjacent to the axis on the right. If the offset is positive, the dotted line will move from the axis to the 

right. With negative bias, the dotted line moves to the left. 

Combining a line and a dotted line, you can get objects of different kinds. 

A vector sign is used for small linear objects (a metric of 2 points). 

Details about the parameters of the vector object are written in paragraph 7.3.6. Editing the image 

of vector signs. 
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Vector on lines are used to create complex linear objects, the image of which, besides the line, 

includes icons. When you click on the «Parameters (Options)» button, the dialog «Line Design» is 

displayed. 

 

 

Figure 21 -   Line design 

On the top of the «Line Design» dialog is a window for displaying the general view of the line. 

Below there are two windows for processing the extreme points of each segment: «Beginning» and 

«End». Next two windows for the design of the first and last points of the line: «Beginning» and «End». 

Below there are two windows for filling the line according to the metric: the first sign, the second sign 

and the distance between them. 

When you click on any of these windows, the dialog «Edit vector object» is called. In the dialog, 

you can enter, edit, and delete a vector sign. If it necessary, all windows can be filled. 

 

 

Figure 22 -   Lines design 

Figure 22 shows the different types of lines: 1 – the design of the line, 2 – the design along the line 

(one object), 3 – the design along the segment (two alternating objects), 4 – the dot arrangement. 

For a line in which the vector marks are located on each segment, fill out the «Line segment 

design» windows (for example, for the image of power lines). 

If the beginning or end of the line for the object should be highlighted (bridge, tunnel), it is 

convenient to use «Line design».  

For objects located evenly along the line, «Arrangement along the line» fits. 
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You can enter one or two alternating objects, located at a given distance from each other (for 

example, oil pipelines, communication lines, embankments).  

To delete any of the vector marks, you must enter the editing of the corresponding vector object, 

clear the field and save the changes made. 

When you press the «Save» button, the vector design of the line will be recorded. Changes can be 

removed by clicking on the «Cancel» button. 

The «Set of the line» view is a collection of elements sequentially drawn by metric. A line can 

consist of the following elements: 

- Sign «TrueType» – a symbol from the selected TrueType font 

- Sign «Vector» – a vector symbol 

- Spacebar – an unmapped part of the metric 

- A dashed line with specified parameters for the part of the metric for the specified length. 

 

 

Figure 23 -  Set of the line 

Elements for set of the line are displayed in a column in the left window. When you click on the 

corresponding item on the left, its parameters are displayed. 

For each element of the dialing (set) line, the length and the corresponding display parameters are 

specified. For the vector sign and the «TrueType» sign, it is recommended to place the samples in the 

center of the sign and the length of the stroke 0. And before and after them, put blanks. 

Elements of the sign can be added (at the end of the sequence), deleted, inserted (a new element is 

added over the selected element). If one of the elements indicates that it is a completion character, when 

the object is displayed, the lengths of the elements are adjusted in software so that the overall image ends 

with the specified end-of-completion sign. You do not need to specify a completion character.  

 

7.4.3 Editing the image of areal objects 

Areal objects used in the classifier can be represented as a combination of the following primitives: 

- for the outline of the object – line, dotted line, dashed line, polygon, poly-line shaded, polygon 

filled with signs, vector along the line, polygon-glass, polygon-vector filling, offset line, typing 

line, vector by points, polygon-colored glass, type of user, line-colored glass; 

- to fill the area – polygonn, polygon shaded, polygon filled with signs, polygon-vector filling. 

 

The parameter of the polygon is «Color». 
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Figure 24 -  Editing the shaded area 

A shaded polygon is a grid of lines. Its parameters are the slope (0 – filling with vertical lines, 90 – 

filling with horizontal lines). The hatching step is the distance between filling lines. Line parameters are 

entered by its type. A polygon filled with signs has different parameters for the screen and printer view of 

objects. For a screen view, point objects have a constant size of 32x32 pixels. A square (areal) object in a 

regular manner (a sign close to the sign) is filled with point objects.  

 

 

Figure 25 -  Editing the polygon filled with characters 

For a printer view of objects, the point objects can be located at a given distance from each other 

along different regular grids. To specify a grid, click one of the toolbar buttons on the left side of the 

window. The grid is continuous, chess and reverse chess. You can set the «Grid pitch» horizontally and 

vertically (in mm). It should be noted that the «Grid pitch grid» can’t be less than the size of the sign in 

millimeters. In the center of the dialog are keys for cutting the sign along the border and thickening when 

printing. The filling sign can be printed if it completely falls within the boundaries of the area object or 

the image of the sign is cut off along the border. When you click the left mouse button on the window 

with the image of the point object, the dialog «Edit the sign» is called. 

 

7.4.4 Editing the image of dot objects 

The following types of images the dot objects are possible: 

- dotted raster signs; 

- vector signs; 

- True Type characters. 

 

If a point object is displayed as a vector symbol, it decreases or increases when the map is scaled, 

but it can’t be rotated. 

To display a bitmap, you can use a ready-made symbol from the True Type font or a vector sign 

located horizontally. 

To change the parameters of the selected character type, press the «Sign type» key. 

 

7.4.4.1 Editing the dot bitmap sign 

The top left part of the dialog is occupied by a window for drawing a sign (operating field). 

The size of the sign for the screen view can be 32x32 pixels or 8 mm. 

The size of the sign for the printer view is calculated in proportion to the size of the frame. To change the 

size of the frame, click on the «Frame size» field. 
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Figure 26 -  Editing the dot bitmap sign 

Under the operating field, there is a line of tools for drawing a sign. 

 

 
 

The following modes are possible: 

- filling the individual dots; 

- drawing the line; 

- drawing the contour; 

- drawing the rectangle; 

- drawing the round shape; 

- drawing the circle; 

- moving the sign; 

- area pouring. 

 

If the mode «Filling the individual dots» is active, when the left mouse button is pressed, the cells 

above which the mouse moves – move to the current color. When the right mouse button is pressed, the 

cells are deleted. 

In the «Drawing the line» mode, pressing the left mouse button – marks the start of drawing, and 

the termination of the click is the end of the line drawing for the specified color. 

In the «Drawing the contour» and «Drawing the rectangle» modes, pressing the left mouse button 

marks one vertex of the rectangle (contour) of the specified color, and if you stop – the diagonally located 

vertex. 

In the «Drawing the circle» and «Drawing the round shape» modes, pressing the left mouse button 

marks the center of the circle (circle), and the radius is stopped. If the circle does not enter the operating 

area, only the incoming part is drawn. 

If the «Moving the sign» mode is active, when the left mouse button is pressed around the object, a 

square is drawn that marks the dimensions of the sign. When you move the mouse, it moves. 

When the mouse moves with the key pressed, the amount of horizontal (H) and vertical (V) 

movement in pixels and in millimeters is displayed. 
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The movement ends with pressing the left mouse button. Part of the sign, which did not enter the 

operating field at the end of the movement, is erased. 

Under the toolbar, there are buttons for changing the current drawing color. When you click in a 

rectangle of color, you can select a color for further drawing. Button «Take» allows you to specify the 

color you want in the current color field. The choice of color is made by pressing the left mouse button in 

the desired cell of the working field. Color for drawing can also be selected from the color bar. Just click 

on the color you want. 

When you click the «Erase» button, all cells of the current color are removed from the image. 

The «Replace» button allows you to select a color to replace the current color. 

Background color allows you to check the appearance of the sign on the intended color of the 

substrate (or an areal sign). 

 

  

Figure 27 -  Background color 

Using the color bar, you can change the color output sequence of the dot object when printing (the 

lower color is printed first). The mouse click on the desired color, move it to a new location. The figure 

shows two identically created signs with different colors. In the left picture above is a black color, on the 

right is blue. 

In the upper right corner, there is a window for displaying the sign in real size. 

Below it there are the buttons: Save, Undo, Backward step, Count, Clear, Export, Import, Pattern, Help. 

Actions when you press the buttons: 

- Save – save changes and close the dialog; 

- Undo – close the dialog (without saving); 

- Step back – cancel the last operation; 

- Count – allows you to specify the binding of the image of the sign to the metric. After clicking 

the button, specify the anchor point by pressing the left mouse button; 

- Clean – clear the entire working field; 

- Export – save the character to a file with the BMP extension; 

- Import – loading the image of the sign from the BMP file; 

- Pattern – allows you to create regular fills, which is especially often necessary for polygons 

filled with dotted. 

 

 

Figure 28 -  Patterns 
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The user can select one of the suggested standard fillings. The background color is taken from the 

color of the square. To change the fill color, click on the color rectangle. To select a specific fill, click on 

the appropriate image. When you click the «Save» button, the sign will be filled with the selected fill, 

taking into account the color of the pattern. 

 

7.4.4.2 TrueType symbols 

This dialog is used to select the font character. The selected symbol is used to assign the type of dot 

or vector symbol. 

To select the desired symbol, it is necessary to select a font that contains the conventional symbols. 

The font is selected from the set of fonts installed in Windows. 

 

 

Figure 29 -  Editing TrueType sign 

The symbol is selected in the table with the left mouse button. A font can have more than 10,000 

characters. If there is known the value of symbol code, the desired character can be found using the 

search field «U +» containing the hexadecimal character code (UNICODE). Below the table there are 

contained: 

- the element of changing the scale symbols in the table; 

- the field with the character code, pointed to the mouse pointer. The symbol code is displayed in 

hexadecimal and decimal. 

 

The top left corner of the dialog contains a window with the enlarged image of the selected symbol. 

The window contains also a symbol outline and a binding marker. Changing the position of the symbol 

binding when the right mouse button is pressed within the contour. Changing the size of the contour, it is 

done with the left mouse button. 

The symbol height corresponds to the height of the conventional symbol on the map in base map 

scale (in printing scale). 

Below there are additional font options: Underline, Inclined font, Horizontal alignment, Contour 

around the symbol, Shadow of the character, Thickness (Weight), and Character of width. 

Attention! If you use «TrueType» characters, you need to make sure that the specified font is 

installed in Windows. 
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7.4.5 Editing the image of fonts 

When editing fonts, the user can change the font by selecting from the «Name» list a suitable font 

among the classifier fonts. 

Adding fonts to the list is described in Section 8. 

 

 

Figure 30 -  Editing the image of fonts 

You can change the color, height (in millimeters) and other font properties. If the «Stretch» field is 

checked, the inscription is distributed according to the metric when applied to the map. In this case, the 

inscription height will increase as the distance between the points of the object increases. 

In some situations, it is necessary to select the inscription, raise it above the map. After checking the 

«Background» field, set the background color by clicking on the color rectangle. Especially prominent 

inscriptions can also be shaded. 

 

7.4.6 Editing the image of vector signs 

Vector objects are displayed with non-scale orientable conventional signs and have one or two 

metric points. To provide orientation and scaling, a vector sign consists of parts: lines, polygons, circles, 

etc. The size of the sign on the map horizontally and vertically is marked by remote arrows and it is 

indicated in millimeters. 
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Figure 31 -  Editing the image of vector signs 

To bind the sign to the first point of the metric, the count is used. The origin specifies the anchor 

point of the sign. The horizontal axis of the sign during visualization is combined with a segment from the 

object's metric. Editing the screen and printer appearance of a vector object is distinguished by linear 

dimensions of the chains. There is the thickness of the line, the length of the stroke in the screen form in 

pixels, and in printer form in millimeters (with an accuracy of 0.01 mm). 

The main part of the dialogue is occupied by the «Edit metric window of the sign». To the left of it, 

there is a column of colors for the sign (only the colors used are displayed). 

Below are the buttons: Save, Undo, Backward Step, Return, Count and Help. 

The «List of field sizes» item allows you to set the working field size to 60, 90, and 120 pixels. 

The «Type of sign» element shows a sign on a scale of 1:1. 

The status bar at the bottom of the dialog shows the position of the cursor within the editing 

window horizontally and vertically from the top left corner in pixels, as well as the amount of the cursor's 

shift horizontally and vertically from the last entered point. 

On the right and below the window for editing the metric of the sign are remote arrows indicating 

which part of the sign has the size «Vertically» and «Horizontally» respectively (when the map is 

displayed in the original scale); 

A vector object consists of parts. The part can be drawn by a line, dotted line, filled area or an 

inscription. For the line and the dotted line, you can select the automatically generated metric: Rectangle, 

Circle (radius), Circle (3 points), Ellipse, Arc. For polygons, you can choose: Rectangle, Circle (radius), 

Circle (3 points), Ellipse, Sector. 

Created inscriptions in vector objects can have permanent text and text specified by the semantics 

of the object. Text parameters are entered the same way. For inscriptions on the semantics of the object, 

select the code of the necessary semantics and fill the default semantics value (this text is output, if there 

is no given semantics for the object). If the semantics type is a classifier, you can specify whether to 

decrypt the semantics value or not (the «Value not to decode» field), if you tick the «Classifier short» 

field for this chain, a short value of the semantics classifier will be displayed. Constant inscriptions can 

also include references to the semantics of the object. If the text includes «#» and then the semantics 

code, instead of this combination, the value of semantics will be inserted. For example, the text of the 

permanent inscriptions is «Length - # 2 / width - # 11», on the screen «Length - 32.20 / width - 14.50». If 
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the object does not have any of the declared semantics, the text is not displayed. If there is at least one 

instead of missing spaces («Length - / width - 14.50»). 

 

 

Figure 32 -  Entering the parameters of text chain 

The color of the part is selected by clicking on the color rectangle (from the possible colors), or by 

clicking on the corresponding color in the color column of the sign. 

To change the metric of the chain or enter the metric of the new chain, you must use the Toolbar to 

work with the part of the character. 

 

Creating a part of the sign 

 In this mode, the first to select «Type», «View» and after that adjust the parameters of the part. 

Then click the left mouse button to create the points. To reject the entered point, press the «BackSpace» 

key. To complete the creation of a part, double-click the left mouse button or click the left and right 

mouse buttons simultaneously. 

During part input, you can change the size of the field and parameters. To refuse of enter part or 

change part parameters, press «Ctrl» and right-click or «Ctrl + C». If the type of a part for area-metric, it 

is closed automatically. 

When you create a part of the type, a circle or a circle shape, it is created automatically. 

To create a circle (circle shape), click the left mouse button (specify the center). Without pressing 

the key, pull the appeared circle until a suitable radius is reached. Part creation is completed by pressing 

the left mouse button. 

If the circle of the selected radius goes outside the field - it is cut off. The type of the created part 

changes to an area or a line, respectively. 

The remaining modes in the toolbar for working with the part of the sign are only active when the 

selected part is present. 

To select, place the cursor over the part point. Press the left mouse button. The selected part is 

highlighted and blinking. If several parts of the sign pass through the point, the search is performed by 

pressing the left mouse button again. 

The selected part can be changed parameters (color, etc). 
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Coping the selected part of the sign 

 A copy of the highlighted portion of the sign is created. The created part is selected.  

 

Correcting the part 

 It is changing the metric for the selected part. In this mode, the point closest to the cursor is 

connected to it by a line and it becomes active. To delete the active point, press the «Delete» key; to 

insert, press the «Insert» key. To move the point, press the left mouse button. Without pressing, move to 

the desired position. 

To change the metric of a circle or a circle shape, specify the required radius with the mouse and 

press the left mouse button. 

 

The shift of the part 

 Press the left mouse button. Without pressing, move to the desired location. When you release 

the metric is fixed. If the part moves outside the work area during the movement, an audible signal 

sounds. The part is not moved out of the border area.  

 

Deleting the part 

 When this mode is activated, the active part is deleted. 

 

The mirror for the part 

 In this mode, for objects with one or more symmetry axes, it is convenient to create new parts. 

Specify the origin of the symmetry axis with the left mouse button. A mirror will be drawn behind the 

cursor. Specify the end of the axis of symmetry. (The length of the mirror does not matter - only its 

direction is important). The sample is an active part. 

 

The group of «Base» fields 
The size of vector objects usually decreases or increases according to the scale of the map. If the 

object is very important and you need to see it at any scale, set the flag «Do not compress». 

If the «Stretch» flag is set, the sign will be proportionally compressed or stretched so that the origin 

of the sample coincides with the first metric point, and the end of the countdown coincides with the 

second. 

For objects whose axis should be located strictly horizontally, regardless of the metric, set the 

«Horizontally» flag. 

There are objects that need to be symmetrically rotated on the maps to the right or to the left. For 

example, lanterns can be left-handed and right-handed. You can describe these signs with a single vector 

sign, setting the flag «Mirror» to it. 

Then, if the sign is digitized from right to left, we get a left-side lantern and a right-hand lantern in 

the other case. The usual vector sign under these conditions will turn overhead. 

The group of fields «Base» includes the size of the vertical and the size of the horizontal. 

These dimensions are the sizes of the areas marked by remote arrows (at the initial map scale). 

Sometimes it is convenient to set the size of an individual part of the character. If the circle is the 

constituent part of the sign, it is most convenient to set the area around the circle and indicate its real 

radius. If one of the sizes is 0, the sign will be stretched or compressed proportionally. If both sizes are 0 - 

each cell will have a size of about 0.25 mm. 

To create area chains with a complex contour (composed of arcs and lines), the «Block» tab is designed. 

On the tab there is a toolbar for working with chain blocks and a box for entering block parameters 

(colors). 
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There are three groups in the tool bar: 

- creating the block; 

- block selection for change; 

- buttons to operate with the selected block. 

 

The group of buttons for creating a block: 

 Create a block of chains. After pressing this key, the user can create chains (lines and arcs), 

which consistently form a complex contour, by usual means. To complete the creation of the block, click 

the «Save the block of chains» button. 

 Assemble the block of chains. After pressing this key, the user can select chains by pressing 

the left mouse button, to confirm the selection, press the «Space» key. The chain added to the block will 

be highlighted and its end will be highlighted. To complete the creation of the block, click the «Save the 

block of chains» button. 

 Save the block of chains. By pressing this key, the user must complete the creation of the 

block. 

 The button is for selecting a block. If this button is pressed, then by clicking the left mouse 

button, not individual chains, but chain blocks are selected. 

 

The group of buttons for working with the selected block: 

 Dismantle the block of chains. After pressing this key, the chains of the selected block are 

treated as separate. 

 Delete a block of chains - all block chains are deleted. 

 Shift the block of chains - the block moves as a unit. 

 Cut a hole from the chain block specified by a separate chain or another block. After pressing 

this key, the user can select chains or blocks by pressing the left mouse button, to confirm the selection, 

press the «Space» key. If the hole is cut by a block - to see it, the block needs to be removed or moved. 

Chain blocks can be deleted, corrected and shifted as normal chains. If one of the chains of the 

block has got into the group, operations with the group (shift, delete, mirror) are propagated to the whole 

block. 

The operations of the chain are higher, lower, etc. They are extended to the whole block.  

 

A range of tools for operating with the sign as a whole 

 Take from the buffer 

 Record to the buffer 

 

When editing a vector sign, you can record a character to the buffer, then add this mapping to 

another character, perhaps even from another map. A new character is added to the existing image. If you 

just need to copy the sign – at the first to clear the field. 
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Move the sign 

 In this mode, the whole character moves in the working field. 

Press the left mouse button. Around the sign will appear a frame border. Do not release the left 

mouse button, move the frame. When you release the metric is fixed. If the sign goes outside the work 

area, a beep sounds. The sign is not moved outside the region. 

 

The mirror for the whole sign 

 For vector objects with one or more symmetry axes, using this mode, it is convenient to create 

new parts. Specify the origin of the symmetry axis with the left mouse button. A «mirror» will be drawn 

behind the cursor. Specify the end of the axis of symmetry. The length of the mirror does not matter - it's 

only its direction that matters. All parts of the sign will be symmetrically displayed. 

 

Delete the entire sign 

 Cleaning the entire working field. 

When you click on the right mouse button, a pop-up menu appears. There are duplicated some 

modes. You can also change the order of the overlapping parts of the sign on the screen. The active part 

can be moved to the very top or the bottom of the display, or to move up and down the steps. 

An important element in the vector sign is the countdown. The origin specifies the anchor point of 

the sign. The reference line lies by the metric, except for the signs with the flag «Horizontally». If the 

sign is stretchable, it will be proportionally compressed or stretched in such a way that the origin of the 

reference coincides with the first point of the metric, and the end of the countdown coincides with the 

second. 

To set the countdown of the sign, press the «Count» key, press the left mouse button to specify the 

beginning and end of the count (the count for the sign is displayed in red). 

To facilitate the work with signs of complex configuration, the user can use temporary lines as 

auxiliary lines. To create a time chain, you must select «Create a temporary chain» from the menu that 

appears when you right-click the mouse. If you save the sign, the temporary chains are deleted. 

 

7.4.7 Editing the image of object templates 

Template is one of the types for objects present on the digital map. 

 

 

Figure 33 -  Editing the object template 
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The template is a complex conventional symbol that combines in itself in various combinations the 

inscriptions, lines and signs. The example of a template can be the inscriptions for the characteristics of 

vegetation, a bridge, etc. 

To create a template, you need to create the kind of necessary components for the template: font, 

character and line. Creation and editing of these components occurs when the left mouse button is pressed 

into the window with the corresponding element. When creating a template, only the font is created. In 

the windows of the line and the sign a cross is displayed, indicating the absence of the object. If a line is 

involved in the template, press the right button of a mouse on the line box. In the menu that appears: line, 

no line – select Line. The line parameters are entered when the left mouse button is pressed on the line 

window. If the sign is participate in the template, right-click on the sign box. In the menu that appears: 

sign, vector, TrueType, no sign – select the desired item. Entering the parameters of the sign occurs when 

the left mouse button is pressed on the sign window. If the template is not horizontal, set the required 

flag. At an arbitrary position of the template, the sign type must be a vector or TrueType. 

After editing the display parameters of the template components, you need to specify their relative 

position using the placement table. This table consists of three levels of four places each. When you press 

the left key in one of the table cells, the menu appears: Sign, Text, Line, Empty and Count. When you 

select a character in this cell, «&» is drawn, when the line is selected, the line, when «Empty» is selected, 

the cell is cleared. When selecting text, the user should specify from the resulting list which semantic 

characteristic this text is selected from. To accurately position the template on the map, set Count. The 

cell of the countdown is highlighted by a blue frame. When applying a template, this cell coincides with 

the first point of the metric. 

The cell sizes change when you enter specific values for the template texts. 

 

7.4.8 Scalability of the object  

Scalability is the ability of objects to zoom the size of a symbol when the map image is enlarged 

(line thickness, font height, etc.). 

If the object has no scalability feature, then when the map image is enlarged, the dimensions of the 

symbol remain constant. When the map is compressed, the size of the sign decreases, regardless of the 

scalability feature. 

There are exceptions to this rule. If the sign «Do not compress» is set in the description of the 

symbol, then the sign does not decrease when the map is reduced. If the sign «Stretch» is set for a vector 

sign or an inscription, the sign dimensions (inscription height) are proportional to the distance between 

two points of the object's metric. Accordingly, when the map is scaled, the size of the sign changes 

proportionally. 

When the map is enlarged, the size of the scaled characters (line thickness, font height, and the size 

of the vector characters) changes with the scale of the map if the cartographic method of scaling the 

image is set. 

With the drawing method of image scaling, the scale of the sign is equal to the scale of the map. 

The scalability criterion is recommended to be used for the image of real terrain objects, the size of 

which can’t be transferred to the map scale (road width, building size, etc.). 

For auxiliary objects (kilometer grid lines, horizontal lines, flow indicators, etc.), scalability is not 

advisable. Vector signs and s inscriptions, as a rule, look better with the established scalability criterion. 

To improve the readability of the map, in addition to scaling, the visibility of objects is applied. 

Scalability of the object is set on the tabs «View» or «Print». Both the printer and screen views of 

the object are scaled or not scaled at the same time. 

 

7.4.9 Selecting the color of the object 

To change the color for an image of any object or its parts, click the left mouse button on the color 

rectangle. In the «Select Color» dialog, select the color by clicking on the appropriate rectangle. 
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Figure 34 -  Selecting and editing colors 

The horizontal color bar displays colors with the same sequence number for all the palettes installed 

in the classifier. When the mouse moves over the color rectangles, the number of the sign in the palette 

(with 1) and the color components in RGB is printed on the emerging label. 

 

7.5 Custom view of the object 

For special maps that have non-standard kinds of objects, the user can connect special libraries. The 

order of developing such libraries is described in the Programmer's Guide. Such libraries should have the 

extension * .IML or * .DLL. 

 

 

Figure 35 -  Examples of sings created with the user libraries 

To use the user library, you need to make sure that the library is connected to the classifier 

(section 9). Editing the library table. 
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Figure 36 -  Selecting the custom view of the object 

To transfer an object from the user's view to the standard one and back, use the drop-down list 

below the object's image. To edit the view of a custom object, select the desired library from the user 

libraries. If there are no user libraries, there is one item in the list – the library is not installed.  

 

 

Figure 37 -  Editing the custom view of the object 

Examples of libraries connected to different map classifiers with source codes in C language are 

contained in the directory \SDK\IMLAPI\. In order to distinguish symbol libraries from other dynamic 

libraries, they have IML extension. Libraries can be developed in Builder C ++, Visual C ++ and Delphi. 

When developing on the Linux system, dynamic libraries in C/C ++ languages can also be created. 

 

7.6 Editing the semantics of the object 

7.6.1 Assignment, correcting and deleting the object semantics 

For each classifier object, the user can assign mandatory or possible semantics. The «Semantics» 

tab is a table of three columns: Code, Attribute, Name. In the «Code» column there is a semantics code. 

Columns «Code» and «Name» are not editable. The attribute is affixed, for each selected semantics, in the 

«Attribute» column. «Possible» – the semantics possible for the object, filling it (with the object on the 

map) is not necessary, «Needed» – the semantics required for the object, «View» – the semantics that 

affect the appearance of the image. The characteristic is changed by double clicking the left mouse button 

on the «Attribute» column. Semantics with the «View» attribute can be changed only when the series of 

objects is adjusted. 
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Adding semantics to objects occurs by clicking the «Add» button. A new semantics is selected from 

the dropdown list of semantics. Refuse the choice of semantics by pressing the «Esc» button on the 

keyboard. The choice of semantics occurs when the left mouse button is pressed on the highlighted row. 

 

 

Figure 38 -  Assignment, correcting and deleting the object semantics 

When the «Delete» button is pressed, the highlighted semantics are deleted. Semantics with the 

characteristic «View» is deleted only when the SERIES of objects are adjusted. 

When you click the «Cancel» button, the semantics of the object that it had when you selected it for 

work will be restored. The preservation of object semantics occurs when the entire object is saved. 

Under the list of object semantics, there are windows for editing the minimum, default and 

maximum semantics for this object.  

 

7.6.2 Assignment of the semantic-related inscriptions for the object 

To put on the map some or other of the inscription on the semantic characteristics of the object, the 

user can assign the type of font that the inscriptions are applied to. When you click on the «Text» 

window, a dialog is called for selecting a font for inscription the semantics. 

 

 

Figure 39 -  Selecting the font for inscription of semantics 

By clicking on the «Select» button, the user can select the appropriate object for inscription. The 

object is selected from existing classifier inscriptions. 

The selected font is intended for drawing of inscriptions of objects, the text of which is contained as 

a semantic characteristic of this object. An example of using this mode can be the inscription of contours 

(absolute height), glades (width), etc. 
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The inscription is printed in the map editor.  

 

7.7 Scale of visibility for the classifier objects 

One of the advantages of digital maps over paper maps is a flexible display system. Digital maps 

can be represented in different scales, color design, conventional signs, etc. 

However, when enlarged symbols are applied (inevitable at low resolution of displays) or image 

compression is performed (when scaling), individual objects can close each other which worsens the 

visual perception of the map. 

To improve the readability of the digital map, a set of measures is used to perform the 

generalization of the map-an automated effect on the appearance and composition of objects. 

One of the criteria for generalization is the visibility of the object in a certain scale of map display. 

The aggregate of the lower and upper limits of the range of the display scales at which the object will be 

visible constitutes the boundaries of the object's visibility. 

The boundaries of visibility can be specified for the type of object (forest, lake, footpath, etc.) when 

creating a digital classifier of the work area and redefined for a specific object (if necessary) using the 

editor of the digital map. 

 

7.8 Editing the series of objects 

A series of objects are several objects with the same code, localization and semantics. The series is 

intended for displaying objects of the classifier in those cases when the object should change its 

appearance depending on the values of semantics (one or two). 

Editing a series is done in the «Objects» tab. If the object belongs to the series, then the button 

«Series of objects» is marked with a green tick. Clicking on it, the user enters the dialog editing series. 

 

7.8.1 Editing the general data for the series of objects 

 

 

Figure 40 -  General data for the series of objects 

All objects in the series have the same code and localization. Each object in the series has its own 

name and key. 

The sequence number of the object in the series is indicated in parentheses above the data of the 

particular object. Below them there is a field for changing the layer of an object or a layer of the entire 

series. 

If it is specified that the layer is common – when the layer changes, the layer changes for the whole 

series, otherwise the layer change affects only the selected object. 

 

7.8.2 The range of tools for operating with objects in the series 

The object (with which it works) is surrounded by a purple frame. 
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Above the object table is a tool bar. Using it, you can create a new object in the series. The created 

object has the same code, localization and default appearance. When you copy a series object, the view 

and layer are copied to the selected object. You can copy the appearance of any object of this localization 

(we get a new object, but with the specified appearance). And you can also delete a series object. 

In the left part of the tab at the top, there is a table of objects in the series. 

 

 

Figure 41 -  Types of objects in the series 

7.8.3 Assignment of the series semantics 

Those semantics whose meanings affect the appearance of an object are called semantics of the 

series. In the column «Attribute» of the semantics bookmark they have «View (Type)».  

 

 

Figure 42 -  Assigning the semantics of a series 

When this characteristic changes, the series is rebuilt. The series is built only on semantics that have 

numeric values, or on semantics that have values of the classifier type.  

 

7.8.4  Spreading of the object images by semantics 

In the left part of the tab at the bottom there is the table «Assignment of the view (type)» of the 

objects in the series. In each cell of this table, there is an image corresponding to the values of the 

semantics. For the first semantics, these values (thresholds) are signed from above horizontally, for the 

second – in the left column. 

In blue, the default value for the series for this semantics is highlighted. Change the default image 

by clicking the right mouse button on the selected image in the table. 

If there are semantics between the thresholds, then for all values the ratio <=. 

Example: The semantics have three thresholds: 1, 4, 5. 

Then for values of semantics <= 1 the object will have an appearance from 1 cell, for values> 1 and 

<= 4 - a view from 2 cells and accordingly for values of <= 5 - a view from 3 cells. 
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Figure 43 -  Assignment of the correspondence for types of objects and semantics 

With two semantics of the series, the corresponding view of the object is at the intersection of the 

selected thresholds (semantic values). 

Above the table «Assignment of the view» is a toolbar for assigning thresholds of a series and 

assigning appearance to specific combinations of semantics.  

 

Fill the cell of the series 

 Highlight the cell in the table «Assignment of the view» by clicking the left mouse button. 

The «Fill the cell of the series» button places in this cell a selected object from the series table of objects. 

If the values of the semantics for the map object fall within the specified threshold interval, the object will 

have this appearance. 

Multiple cells of the «Assignment of the view» table can be filled with one object, but all entered 

objects of the series must be used and all cells must be filled. 

 

Change the semantics in places 

 Semantics, whose thresholds are located horizontally, changes places with semantics, the 

thresholds of which are located vertically. If there is one semantics, the button is unavailable. 

 

Delete the column 

 The threshold for the first semantics is removed. The threshold to be removed is selected from 

the pop-up list of thresholds. 

 

Add the column 

 Add a threshold for the first semantics. The added threshold is selected from the list of 

semantic values or it is entered, if the semantics is numeric. 

 

Delete the row 

 The threshold for the second semantics is removed. The threshold to be removed is selected 

from the pop-up list of thresholds. 

 

Add the row 

 A threshold is added for the second semantics. The added threshold is selected from the list of 

semantic values or it is entered, if the semantics is numeric. 
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7.8.5 Creating the series 

To create the series, select the object. If it necessary, add semantics, by which you will build the 

series, record them down. 

At the selected object, click the «Series» button. 

In the «Edit the series» dialog box in the object table, there is one object. 

Assign the semantics for building the series. To do this, in the object semantics tab, specify one or 

two semantics with the «View» attribute. 

Add objects to the series (as many as the various external views you need). Note that you may need 

to have a «default» appearance. 

It is desirable to give names to objects different. Using the toolbar from the «Assignment of the 

view» table, select the thresholds for the semantics. 

Fill the cells of the resulting table with suitable objects. Press the left key to select the cell to fill. In 

the «Table of objects» series, click the left mouse button to select the object. In the toolbar, click «Fill in 

the cell series». 

Check that all objects are used, and that there are no empty spaces in the «Assignment of the view» 

table. 

Assign a default image by right-clicking on the selected image in the «Assignment of the view» 

table. 

Save the series by clicking on the «Install» button. 

 

7.9 Filtering the objects of the classifier 

To work with the table of objects it can be convenient to work separately with any layer (s) or select 

one of the localizations for work. To do this, use the «Filter» button.  

 

 

Figure 44 -  Filtering the objects of the classifier 

Select the necessary layers and localizations in the dialog that appears. It is necessary to take into 

account that new objects, in the presence of a filter, are created from those localizations and layers that 

are marked. If you want to create a new object in another layer, add or remove the filter. 

 

7.10 Finding the objects 

Usually the classifier contains from several hundred to several thousand objects. To provide a quick 

search for the required object, the dialog for seeking classifier objects is used. 
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Figure 45 -  Finding the objects 

The search of objects is always performed by one field (when typing the characters in active field):  

- Code or alphanumeric code (see section 7.1.4). 

- Name (see section 7.1.2). Search is performed by full or short name. 

- The key (see section 7.1.3). 

- The ordinal number of the object record in the classifier. 

 

When searching by code or key, the search is performed at entering the Latin characters and digits. 

When searching, you can use service characters: 

- «?» - replaces any character; 

- «*» - replaces any number of missed characters. 

 

In the field «Objects count» the number of selected objects corresponding to a condition of search is 

contained. When you select an object in the list of selected objects, detailed information about the object 

is displayed in the lower right corner of the «Objects» tab (see section 7.2): Display, Semantic, Scale, 

Printer, Others. 

If in the «Objects» tab (see section 7.2) a filter was installed (see section 7.9), then the search for 

objects is performed taking into account the filter. If the selected object does not belong to the filter, the 

object is added to the filter when it is selected.  

When you click the «Choose» button, the dialogue is closed. The selected object is highlighted in 

the left part of the «Objects» tab. The right part of the tab is filled with the data about the chosen object.  

 

7.11 Operating with a group of objects 

7.11.1 Highlighting of the objects group 

To activate the «Group» button, select a group of objects. Specify the first group object («Shift» and 

the left mouse button) and the last group object («Shift» and the left mouse button) in the object table. All 

objects which are in the table between them will be highlighted. To add or remove one object from the 

group, specify it in the table («Ctrl» and the left mouse button). To reset selected objects, click on any 

object. All group objects can be deleted by selecting «Delete object» in the toolbar. 

By pressing the «Group» button, you can edit a group of objects.  

 

7.11.2 Correcting the group of objects 

At the top of the dialog, there is a list of selected objects. By clicking the «Add» button, you can 

add this list or, by clicking the «Delete» button, remove the object from the list of selected objects. 
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For all selected objects, you can: 

- add mandatory or possible semantics; 

- delete semantics (if the semantics affect the appearance of the object, it is not deleted); 

- assign the direction of digitizing to a group of selected objects with the same pre-selected from 

the list, localization; 

- assign an interval of visibility of objects. 

 

If you do not need to change the upper or lower visibility limit, select the «Do not change» line in 

the corresponding list. 

When you press the «Save» button, the changes are written to the classifier. 

 

7.12 Editing of the service objects  

The first fifteen objects of each classifier are official. They are used, for example, to highlight 

objects not found in the classifier, when loading a map from SXF. These objects are allowed to change 

only the name and appearance of the object. Although without sufficient grounds, it is better not to do 

this. 

 

7.13 Direction of digitization 

For classifier objects, the user can assign the direction of the digitization. 

The direction of digitization is: 

- arbitrary; 

- single-valued; 

- on the right below; 

- the object on the left; 

- the object on the right. 

 

For area objects, the direction of digitization for the object on the left, it is possible 

(Counterclockwise: used for reservoirs and relief depressions) and the object on the right (by passing the 

object in a clockwise direction). 

For linear objects, you can use the right above (for contours and relief elements), defined (for those 

objects for which it makes sense to distinguish the beginning and end of the metric, for example, the 

rivers are digitized from the source to the mouth) and arbitrary for all other cases. 

Point objects have only an arbitrary direction of digitization. 

All the rest ones are arbitrary or definite. 
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8 EDITING THE FONTS 

In the «Editing the fonts» tab at the top, there is presented the list of fonts for the classifier. It is in 

the form of a table of 4 columns:   

- number in order; 

- custom font name; 

- font; 

- a set of symbols; 

- the number of objects using this font. 

 

 

Figure 46 -  Editing the fonts 

Only the «Custom name of the font» field is edited. In the «The height of example for the font» list, 

you can select the height for viewing the sample output. If you receive a message that the font is not 

installed, install it in Windows operating system by the standard way. 

To specify the font size, set the symbol, by which the height of the font will be measured. When 

you click in the field «Refine the height by symbol», select the symbol from the proposed table. 

Add a font by clicking the «Add» button. 

You can’t delete the font. 

To replace a font, you need to highlight the required font and use the «Replace» button. 

The «Cancel» button is used to cancel all changes. To save the font values, it is used the «Save» 

button. 

At the bottom of the dialog, it is displayed the objects, for which the selected font is being used. By 

double clicking on the font image, the transition to the object table occurs. 
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9 EDITING THE TABLE OF LIBRARIES 

For special maps that require non-standard kinds of objects, the user is encouraged to create them 

himself using the kinds of objects used in the classifier. Such characters can be programmed in separate 

dynamic libraries (DLL) and connected to the classifier. 

 

 

Figure 47 -  The table of libraries 

To connect libraries to the classifier, use the «Libraries» tab. 

In the top list, the title field is edited. 

Add or delete the current library by clicking the appropriate button. The «Cancel» button is used to 

cancel all changes. To save the library values, it is used the «Save» button. When you click «Yes», all 

changes in the classifier are recorded to disk. 

At the bottom of the dialog on the left, you can see objects that display the selected library function. 

On the right, there are displayed the functions of this library, specified by the user and the types of used 

parameters. By double clicking on the image of the object, the transition to the object table occurs. 
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10 IMPORT OF THE CLASSIFIER ELEMENTS 

When using classifiers of different scales, it is often necessary to transfer objects or semantics from 

one classifier to another. To do this, you can use the import dialog of the classifier elements. The dialog is 

called from the «General data» tab when you click the «Import» button. 

The dialog contains the tabs: Objects, Palette, Layers and Semantics. 

On the right, there is information about the classifier where the transfer will be made, to the left 

from where. 

When you open the dialog, the left part is not full. To select a source classifier, click the button at 

the top left. 

Under the tabs, there are the buttons: Save, Refuse, Move, Backward, Compare and Help. 

 

10.1 Moving the palette of classifier  

The classifier palette can be replaced, supplemented, or added. 

If the palette is not one, choice is made in the list with the names of the palettes. 

 

 

Figure 48 -  Transfer of the classifier elements (palette) 

You can replace the highlighted color in the destination classifier with the source selected from the 

palette. To do this, select the option «Replace the selected color». And click the «Transfer» button. 

 

10.2 Moving the layers of classifier 

At the top, there are lists of layers, below them there are lists of layer objects, at the bottom left, it is 

a list of the semantics for the selected layer.  
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Figure 49 -  Transfer of the classifier elements (layers) 

You can transfer only the layer, the layer with the objects (without series and without semantics) 

and to move the layer objects into the selected layer. Layer semantics are transferred in the same way as 

the semantics of a single object.  

 

10.3 Moving the semantics of classifier 

Semantics of the classifier can be added, replaced or added with a new code.  

 

 

Figure 50 -  Transfer of the classifier elements (semantics) 
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If the semantics of the listed type, it is a classifier, then you can add classifier values, replace the 

name or move the name and value.  

 

10.4 Moving the objects of classifier 

The top part of the dialog is occupied by windows, in which lists for objects of the classifier are 

displayed with indication of localization. If the object belongs to the series, then after the localization, the 

letter S is placed. The objects are sorted in ascending order of external codes. 

 

 

Figure 51 -  Transfer of the classifier elements (objects) 

On the left, it is a list of objects in the source classifier, on the right - in the receiver's classifier. If 

the user moves through the list to the source – the cursor, in the list of recipients, stops on the nearest 

code. When you click on the «Compare» button in the source classifier list, the first column in the first 

column against the mismatched objects will show a sign – In the first column of the classifier, the 

recipient is facing «+» sign against the transferred objects. 

Under the list of source objects, there are displayed the name and layer of the current object in the 

source classifier. On the right is code and localization. Below them, there is a dropdown list for selecting 

a layer in the receiver classifier. 

You can move an object along with its semantics. You can replace the existing object's properties 

with the existing object: Screen or Printer View, Visibility Interval, Additional (the direction of the 

digitization). 

To transfer the semantics together with the object, select the radio button «Transfer the selected 

one». In the list of semantics in the first position is the sign of the possibility of transfer. 

«+» – this semantics is in both classifiers and it has the same name and type. 

«-» – semantics with such code are not present in the receiver classifier, when it is transferred, it 

will be created and assigned to the object. 

«?» – the type of semantics is the same, but they have different names. Perhaps these semantics 

can’t be transferred. 

«x» – a different type of semantics – can’t be transferred. 

 

When you double-click on the selected semantics, you can get these messages. 
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The semantics for the transfer are selected and extinguished by a single press. 

If the object in the source classifier belongs to a series of objects, you can transfer either one object 

– selected to the selected one, or replace the entire series of objects. Select the appropriate «Transfer for 

series» radio button. For more information on the series transfer, click the «Info» button. It is 

recommended that when analyzing the series, first analyze the information, since if the receiver's 

classifier has a series with such code and localization, it will be completely replaced by a series of 

sources. 

By default, one series object is transferred. If the series is made on semantics, which can’t be 

transferred – the series is not transferred. 

When you click the «Backward step» button, there are canceled the operations have made last 

pressing of the «Transfer» button. 
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